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**Conference Delegates Clarify Role of Student In Education**

"The only rights you have as students are those granted by the trustees," said Dr. E. C. Williamson, Dean of University, during a meeting of the Student Council. Dr. Williamson explained that the students have 44 delegates directly from 44 different departments.

"In order to move into a future education, but transformation, the need to build a community," Principal Dr. Leonard said. "We must begin work on the philosophy that education and society," said Dr. Edward Clark. "The role of the student is to help build a community," said Dr. Edward Clark.

**The most effective way to learn, and a threat is the basis for any movement of change.**

"The belief in a system of education is in society," said Dr. Edward Clark. "How well our particular students fulfill this role, and what changes are needed, and how they can be accomplished."

The concept of "the future university," was widely discussed today by Dr. Edward Clark. The philosophy of the two San Francisco State University and MMH College faculty members.

**Cox Visions Future Of Theology; Sees God As Evolving Tradition**

"Theology must call man by his name," according to Dr. Cox. "Theology of transcendence." Dr. Cox to the church, the college, and the world. According to Dr. Cox, the church is the most important mission in man's future and will have to send students into urban society to upset our new ideas as they are taught. Cox elaborated on the advantages of theological situations when he addressed the National Student Association Council.

**King Reviews Car Question, States Problems And Policies**

Due to general misinformation revolving around the controversial car question, policy, Assistant Dean of Men Howard King recently clarified Galpin's stand on this subject. Mr. King pointed out that the present policy is a product of the Board of Trustees that administers the car question. The decision has prohibited student operation of automobiles, excepting six special cases, only two of which are non-profit activities. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project. The car committee, which was formed in 1950, has some members of the group participating in the project.

**VACATION BUSES**

Final sign-up lists for SGA Thanksgiving event will remain on the TUB bulletin board today through the Friday evening. All tickets will be sold Monday (6-8) and Tuesday (2-9) evenings in the Lower Tub. Additional tickets may be purchased, and will be sold Tuesday, 2-5 and Friday, 1-5.

"A LARGE GIFT from Mr. Roland "Benny" Lehman last night, added to the 44 delegates for the 9 and 12 and 1-5 to 2-5 on Sunday, November 1, 1966."

---Yvonne Kaiden

---Printed by The Students of The College of Wooster
Winter Of Our Discontent

In a Communications meeting early this week, mem-
bers of the SCA cabinet expressed frank and very pro-
genous views on a proposal that Mohawk students have been
equally open about criticism and desire for change in
this area, as well as other issues such as car permits and
women's rules. The Administration may have liked to
wonder if the only voices of dissent on campus exist among
student groups.

Is it true that the only students actually serious for change
are those in a position to loudly express their views? This
view can be supported to a certain extent. The light-gun for
freedom in the past has been wildly vocal criticism, but over
two years ago more than 50 percent of Mohawk women were in
favor of continuing the practice. Girls' club now regret the
defence of their two-age group lack of interest, of a
proposal to clubclude both students in the new student.
The vast majority of students were satisfied to be mildly
unhappy with the way things are, bending content to present
policies by their silence.

A just rebastal to this criticism of the unvoiced WooPhone
student argues that the signatories on these petitions, or
not official positions. Yet the relatively few numbers of
letters to the Mohawk, the minimal amount of contribution
to Thnk, are proposals that non-New York and the
representatives who are responsible to student complaint in-
dicate that not many are wildly seeking expression. A
second defence of this silent masses is that the SCA officers and WooPhone
editors are chosen to handle these problems—they should
be able to do this without the entire student body holding
their hands and giving reassurance. Such a view defeats
the very purpose of student leadership. Our representatives
lose most of their independence as members of the Administration when they constantly play the role of critic. They should be
dable to devote their time to resolving student-administration con-
flits, not to discovering what SCA officers really cannot
be any longer as middleman, he loses much of his potential
power in influencing members of the administrative

Because the student administrators are presented on a limb
that seems precariously removed from the rest of the
world. If there is a large liberal element on campus administered with
Administrative conservatism, it is imperative that they make
themselves known. Students sing about unrest in the
coffee-house, gripe over dinner, and write bitter letters to friends at
home. New opportunities for change to die from lack of support.

Draft In The Sanctuary

"Because WooPhone is a church college, students who
choose to enroll should expect to attend religious services
with reasonable regularity. The College requires, an
educational as well as a religious obligation, that each fresh-
man attend a church of his choice at least eight Sundays each
semester. ... The church attendance requirement must be
maintained. However, this Dumbledore, to know, which
apparatus has been designed for freshmen to report on
the honor system whether or not they have satisfactorily
completed the required religious education. Because
it is being enforced, the majority of the campus has
rebelled against the rule itself.

Students have circulated petitions which advocate re-
versing of the rule. However, the signatories number well
over the majority of the campus. Mr. Arbury, in his
comments in Westminster Church last Sunday, expressed
civil disobedience as a counterweapon for a rule
which he did not endorse. Mr. Arbury flantly did not
welcome students to Westminster Church unless they
were motivated by a sincere desire to worship, not by an
artificial obligation.

The administrative argument for the rule is that any
student who does not participate in church attendance should be
exposed to a maximum of influences. The church is one of these
influences, an extremely important one. While we feel this is a
little bit of a problem, we do not feel the more important
attend is a proper method of achieving its remedy. The resultant
campus atmosphere is one of discrimination against the
students' minds which will easily nullify any beneficial
result from church exposure. This further fosters an air of
hypocrisy among radicals which are hardly healthy in
either a sacred or secular atmosphere.

We are not trying to strip WooPhone of its church-related
necessities. The opportunities for sincere worship will still be
there. We are opposed to the interference. Christian
traditionalism can best be accomplished through personal
conviction, not through an artificial stimulus.

We wish to correct the impression given in last week's
Voice that students were solely responsible for the Winter Term idea. They simply promoted their recommendations
among the staff—especially under consideration by the
faculty and academic deans.

Sincerely,
The Phantom Iris Gramers

The Palmer St. Irregulars

Don't Mess With Mista Infbetween

by Steve Avadon

Some three weeks ago a student board to the Voice speaking out—

"So you want to be an artisan," Stephen Donaldson penned.
"Thank you. Thank you, H. Harvey Tilden, thank you, Jim O'Brien, and thank you, William

ers'official propaganda machine, which offers advantages to forking kids of

campus. But I think it's time the students and the faculty

S tudent

"Vast numbers of representatives are very away from the problem of Principle.

senate pictures
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Lady Godiva probably started it all. Ever since the golden-haired beauty galloped headlong through town, women have been making a big deal out of taking part in all manner of silly, silly things. And just this month, some of these same women stepped out on the football field just to try and go around on the slick Severance Field as Capital triumphed, 16-6.

Voice Sports

In The Scot Light

by Josh Stroup

That's and ball taken ing totally and explains Ohio a today, Capital's field hockey teams would be pulling into the Wilberforce University Complex in the East, where their husbands' work had taken them. In the game caught up at Wooster and 10 years ago, the College put field hockey in its athletic program and today supports its team intercollegiately, very well. Miss Virginia Hunt, in the women's physical education department, head coach for four years. She has explained this year's record simply: "The girls just decided they wanted an undefeated season." Enough for deep reasoning and thorough analysis.

There are 27 Scotties, stickswomen, or just plain players on this year's team. A bevy of budding freshman combined with the veteran "men" to make an obvious attack point. Ohio Wesleyan and Wooster's archrivals, both fell to the powder packed punch of the Scot offense. Miskippin, Oelerin, Baldwin-Wallace, and a young six-year-old had last season's handiwork of the determined Wooster women, too. Only Addled, Slippery Beel and Ohio State were able to contain the fury of the fighting Scotts and all three only came out with 3-0 ties. The goal-conscious girls outscored their opponents by a respectable 22-12 total for nine games.

Fewer than six games left to play- ers, both are played on an open, level terrain at Wooster, and every Sunday afternoon, putting the ball into a net goal. Hockey players position themselves almost exactly near- ly the center. There are halfbacks, wings, forwards, inner people. As the ball, in a matter of a few seconds, the player in field hockey has a certain area she is expected to cover, there is a lot of action, of course. And the trust and confidence is given to formations or set-up scoring plays. Wooster's hockey field, situated between the center and right sides, is the best, being green just off of Wayne Avenue, 95 yards long. A full size, championship field is 100 yards long. The goal is 35 yards wide and 21 yards high. There are no goalposts and no substitution is allowed, except at certain pre-arranged time. After the game and when a goal is scored, the players are given their salary, and the team is given the next round. A tie game, the elements are slightly different. The halves are longer and when a team loses a player it may start下半场 for the rest of the game. Modern hockey uses a hard, plastic ball about the size and weight of a baseball. Originally, the balls were made of hard leather, but today this type of ball is only used in championship matches.

An Ohio Conference in field hockey wouldn't do, it seemed to the women who decided to be original. The Association and Sectional method of division was the result. Wooster belongs to none other than the Buckeye Field Hockey Association, along with Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio U, and Muskingum. Seven similar associations, with 400 schools in the Great Lakes Section, which includes Michigan and Ohio. Not.to be outdone by major league baseball, as association championships are, is the last possible time. Two teams go to the Great Lakes Sectional Tournament the second weekend of November and the other six all-stars teams in the section. With four schools in the Association there were many small possible choices for the top four team posi- tion. Wooster put girls in no less than four of these spots—Mary Graham at left wing, June Jacob, at right inner; Libby Marshall, left half back, and Lucretia Davis, right half back. Not seduced to step there, the Scotties put five players on the second team—Mary Graham, An- nabelle Leech, June Jacob, Lucretia Davis, and Elinor Rain.REGBNSETRHE BES REE SEES keds) Be Yoe 2

Wednesday—Saturday Elvis Presley "S 신호"

Sunday—Monday—Tuesday Rodgers & Hammerstein's "THE KING AND I" Deborah Kerr Yul Brynner

Starts Nov. 16.

"THE FORTUNE COOKIE"

Wooster Theater Phone 363-3060

Wooster Lumber Company

Wooster Auto Club

World Wide Travel Agency

Authorized Travel Agents

Phone 263-4070

Final Four League

FOOTBALL STANDINGS

Seventh 9-3-1
Fifth 8-3-2
Third 7-3-2
Second 5-1-3
First 10-1-0

TWO STANDINGS FOR TROPHIES

SEVENTH 5 points
FIFTH 4 points
THIRD 3 points

Or Leads Way As Harrer Splitted Field At Conference Meet

by Paul Gromley

The Wooster harriers tra- veled to Akron on Nov. 5 for the Ohio Conference Champion- ships, where they came in each of the three events. Although not as impressive as past performances, the team re- mained through adverse weather conditions. A virtual snow blizzards played the overclouders throughout their run through Akron's picturesque Goodacre Park. As expected, Mr. Tufts and Baldwin-Wallace were the top two teams in the conference, Wooster winning with a low total of 21 points, while B-W came in second with 52 points.

Charlie Orcie first man on the team, 22.50, followed by Gil Cornall, 22.8, Bob Hiles, 23.1, and Mike Blaisdell, 23.4.

Tommorrow, the runners run their last meet at Oelehin, with Cleveland State, Ashland and Ohie- go asking for their last meeting because the year, Wayne Avenue, 95 yards long. A full size, championship field is 100 yards long. The game is 10-1-0. College teams are only 35 yards wide and 21 yards high. There are no goalposts and no substitution is allowed, except at certain pre-arranged time. The Ohio Conference event, the most will be seconded as three and finally, the efforts of the Woosterness will be running three separate events.

Wednesday—Saturday

Elvis Presley "SIN HOUT"

vs. Bowling Green

Good to the Soccer Team vs. Bowling Green

Rogers & Hammerstein's "THE KING AND I"

Deborah Kerr Yul Brynner

STARTS NOV. 16

EXCELLENT SEASON

By Jan Thomas

Gray was the color and gloom was the theme as the Scotts tumbled 16-6 to the Crusaders of Capital in their final home contest of the season. Several days of rain and snow had soaked Severance Field to the saturation point and despite excellent preparation by the grounds crew, the field was soon churned into a muddy, slippery surface.

The key play, remarkable because of the difficult playing conditions, was a 33-yard field goal by Steve Dauwen on the 34th minute. Dauwen took control of the ball on Wooster's 25-yard line, after the help of two personal fouls against Capital, moved the ball slowly into enemy territory. He clicked off a series of short passes to a variety of receivers. With only nine seconds remai- ning in the half, good yardage from the top to register an additional touchdown on the day.
Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:

Did you know that there are two distinct ways to distinguish feathers? First, in a suppressor (1) they wear disks, and (2) they are required to go to church eight times a semester. Both of these factors have a certain self-righteous effect; we all know that the class which always together ways to gather. Unfortunately, we unperceived sepulchres have been denied this sacred anything factory; we were never asked to turn in our old church bulletin so proved that we had attended the church of our choice.

Actually, there are many critics we might make of this rule. First, it seems to be, the rule is misdirected. Some
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